
          SATURDAY, 27/01/24 

 

R5 SAINT GALMIER [R-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX FRANCE BLEU - PRIX D'HIVER - 2650m (a1m 1/2) - Class D - 

Harness - EUR € 23,000  

 
1. KRYSTAL DE BERAR - Showed improvement last time out when 4th in Class E at Lyion La 
Soie over 2700m on 12 January. Likes that course but can earn some money 

2. KABYLIE DES EDEL - Yet to win and was only 5th in Class E at Lyon La Soie over 2700m on 
12 January. Might play a minor role 

3. KOLENA - Yet to win a race but was not disgraced when 4th in Class E at Salon-de-Provence 
on 26 November. More needed to beat these rivals 

4. KISS OF THE KING - Disqualified on debut but has made vast improvement since, winning 
twice and being runner-up in Class E at Cabourg over 2750m in December. Big chance 

5. KLIC JULRY - Disqualified twice in just five starts including at Marseille-Borely last time out. 
Can bounce back to score 

6. KAPRICE DE KACY - Unreliable since winning at this course in March and was disqualified 
last time out. Might place 

7. KIMBRA DJOC - A winner of two races including at this course in July but has been unreliable 
since. 3rd in Class E at Lyoin La Soie over 2700m on 14 December. Can upset 

8. KISS BOY - Unreliable and only win was over 2300m but was not disgraced when 3rd in Class 
E at Lyon La Soie on 12 January. Has a winning chance 

9. KAPORAL MARANCOURT - Yet to win a has disqualification issues including last time out at 
this course. Place chance on best form 

10. KISS ME DOMPIERRE - Unreliable since winning nearly a year ago and was only 9th in 
Class D at Enghien over 2150m in July. Likely to need this run returning from a break 

11. KADO DES MOLLES - Unreliable and has disqualification issues but did run well when 
runner-up in Class D at Bourdeaux-Le Bouscat over 2550m in December. Not out of it 

Summary: KISS OF THE KING (4) has been good since fluffing his lines on debut. Good last run 
and can go one better this time. KLIC JULRY (5) has disqualification issues but does have ability 
and would not be a surprise winner. KADO DES MOLLES (11) is unreliable and has 
disqualification issues but ran well last time out. KISS BOY (8) ran well when third last time out 
but does appear to like that track. 

SELECTIONS 

KISS OF THE KING (4) - KLIC JULRY (5) - KADO DES MOLLES (11) - KISS BOY (8) 



          SATURDAY, 27/01/24 

 

C2 - PRIX LE BIG BOSS - 2650m (a1m 1/2) - Class E - Mounted - EUR € 

30,000  

 
1. FILOU DU CAIEU - Remains barefoot but last win was back in 2021 and last time out was 6th 
in Class E at Lyon La Soie over 2700m on 9 January. Others are preferred 

2. HONNEUR DE BRY - Returned to form when a barefoot winner of Class F at Toulouse over 
2325m earlier this month. Not out of it 

3. FROMHEAVEN IDZARDA - Remains barefoot and is on a long losing streak but was 7th at 
Vincennes last time. Could play a minor role 

4. NEW EXPRESS - On a long losing streak and has only been modest of late including a fifth 
place in Class E at Rouen-Mauquenchy over 2850m last time out. Has claims 

5. FAR WEST DE BUSSET - Remains barefoot but was only 9th in Class F at Paray-le-Monial 
over 2625m in November. Needs to find a few lengths to win 

6. FALKIR BUIZARDERIE - Ignore last two runs and won when last barefoot. Unshod this time 
and can bounce back and score 

7. FERRERO DU LOISIR - Unreliable but has run well in his last three Mounted race 
appearances including a runner-up in Class E at Toulouse over 2950m last time out. Go close 

8. GEISHA JULRY - In good form and is seeking a hat-trick afyer some nice wins including a 
Class E at Lyon La Soie over 2700m on 9 January. Tries a Mounted race but can score again 

Summary: GEISHA JULRY (8) is in very good heart and coming off a pair of nice wins. She has 
to prove she is as good under the saddle. FERRERO DU LOISIR (7) prefers Mounted races 
these days and will be a big threat to these rivals. FALKIR BUIZARDERIE (6) won when last 
unshod and is barefoot and ready to strike.NEW EXPRESS (4) needs to find a bit more to beat 
these rivals but can contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

GEISHA JULRY (8) - FERRERO DU LOISIR (7) - FALKIR BUIZARDERIE (6) - NEW 

EXPRESS (4) 



          SATURDAY, 27/01/24 

 

C3 - PRIX DE LA SOCIETE DU TROTTEUR FRANCAIS - 2650m (a1m 1/2) - 

Class E - Harness - EUR € 20,000  

 
1. JOLYMOME D'EURVAD - Disappointing last run when 8th over this track and trip in Class F 
on 21 January. Capable of better but others are preferred 

2. JAVA DES LINANS - Yet to win after 25 starts and was 8th in Class E at Lyon La Soie over 
2700m on 20 January. Others are much preferred 

3. JOLIE LAURA - Remains barefoot and was diqualified last time out at Lyon-Parilly but did 
better when third in her penultimate start. Unreliable but not out of it 

4. JOUANA GEM - Very unreliable and is coming off a hat-trick of disqualifications including last 
time out at Lyon-Parilly last month. Best watched for now 

5. JUNGLE DU CAUX - Unreliable but was runner-up in Class F at Maseille Vivaux over 2650m 
on 14 January. Has a winning claim 

6. JYPSIE DU LOISIR - Has had disqualification issies of late but was 4th in Class E at Lyon Le 
Soie on 20 January. Can surprise if smart 

7. JOY DES COUPERIES - Returned from a break and was 9th in Class F over this course and 
distance on 21 January. Could be the surprise package of the race 

8. JAYLEE ROMO - Struggling of late and was 9th in Class F at Lyon-Parilly over 2600m in 
December. Others are much preferred 

9. JEUNE FILLE - Remains barefoot but is coming off two disqualifications ina  row including at 
Lyon La Soie on 9 January. Hard to trust and others are preferred 

10. JURANIE - Remains barefoot and has been best in claimers of late. Runner-up last time out 
on ( January but more is needed to win 

11. JANIS DE CHENU - Remains barefoot and was not disgraced when fifth in Class E at 
Toulouse over 2325m on 9 January. Can fight out the finish 

12. JELFA - Remains barefoot and was only 9th in Class F at Lyon Parilly over 2100m last time 
out in December. Better this distance and has leading claims on best form 

13. JIRITA GEB - A bit of a disappointment when 7th in Class E at Lyon La Soie over 2700m 
earlier this month. In good form before that and has a place chance 

14. JACKIE IS BACK - Remains barefoot but has not won in some time and was only sixth in 
Class E at Lyon La Soie on 20 Janaury. Place chance 

Summary: JELFA (12) has disappointed in her last two starts but is capable of bouncing back to 
beat these rivals if smart. JANIS DE CHENU (11) was not disgraced when fifth last time out and 
can do even better this time. JOLIE LAURA (3) ran well when third in her penultimate start and 
that brings her in with a shot at winning. JYPSIE DU LOISIR (6) is hard to trust but is coming off a 
good run. 

SELECTIONS 

JELFA (12) - JANIS DE CHENU (11) - JOLIE LAURA (3) - JYPSIE DU LOISIR (6) 



          SATURDAY, 27/01/24 

 

C4 - SAINT ETIENNE LA METROPOLE DES CERISIERS - 2025m (a1m 1/4) 

- Class E - Harness - EUR € 30,000  

 
1. ZLATAN KNICK - Barefoot again. Unplaced in last three efforts and will have to show more 
before selecting 

2. DEEP POCKETS - Remains barefoot and was disqualified in the latest at Vincennes. Others 
are preferred 

3. ISTER MAN - Unplaced in a Class G at Vincennes over 2700m on the 4th of December. Has 
ability and if not needing the run can make the frame 

4. STARO MOJITO - Remains barefoot. Unplaced in a Class G at Vincennes over 2700m on the 
16th of January. Has sufficient means to fight out the finish 

5. REVEN DEJAVU - Fourth in a Class G at Vincennes over 2700m on the 16th of January. Has 
13 career victories and should make a bold bid 

6. ASTRONASCENTE ZAC - Placed 6th in a Class G at Marseille-Vivaux over 2650m on the 
21st of January.Others are preferred 

7. FRANKLIN - Remains barefoot.Unplaced in a Class G at Cagnes-sur-Mer over 2700m on the 
11th of January. Has 10 career victories and  and can play a minor role 

8. FALKO DE NOUVILLE - Remains the barefoot.Unplaced in a Class G at Cagnes-sur-Mer over 
2150m on the 16th of January. Can place at best 

9. IMPACT DE COLMINE - Placed 3rd in a Class G at Avenches over 2700m on the 21st of 
November and was a runner up of penultimate.Very consistent and should trouble the judge 

10. ESTRELLA FAFA - Placed 5th in a Class D at Toulouse over 2750m on the 20th of January 
and was a runner up of penultimate. Consistent and can earn again 

11. FOX TROT CERISE - Unplaced at the track in a Class D over 2650m on the 21st of January. 
Place chance in this line-up 

12. FEUILLE D'ERABLE - Reverts to barefoot.Unplaced in a Class D at Bordeaux-Le Bouscat 
over 2650m  on the 14th of January. Seldom far off them and can be involved 

Summary: REVEN DEJAVU (5)was good when fourth at Vincennes last time out and that form 
looks good enough for another win. STARO MOJITO (4) is better than the last run woudl suggest 
and could be a threat. IMPACT DE COLMINE (9) remains in good form and can fight out the 
finish again. ISTER MAN (3) was not disgraced when fourth at Vincennes last time out and can 
contest the finish again. 

SELECTIONS 

REVEN DEJAVU (5) - STARO MOJITO (4) - IMPACT DE COLMINE (9) - ISTER MAN (3) 



          SATURDAY, 27/01/24 

 

C5 - PRIX DE LA SOCIETE HIPPIQUE - 2650m (a1m 1/2) - Class E - 

Harness - EUR € 23,000  

 
1. IXELA DU FAN - Unplaced in a class D at Lyon-La Sole over 2700m on the 12th of January. 
Poor recent efforts and beast to pass by 

2. IAKA - Unplaced in a class D at Lyon-La Sole over 2700m on the 12th of January. Others are 
preferred 

3. IDRA DESBOIS - Placed 5th in a class G at Marseille-Vivaux over 2650m on the 14th of 
January. Since winning in October has not made the frame and must do more 

4. ICONE DE L'ETRE - Placed 3rd in a class D at Lyon-La Sole over 2700m on the 12th of 
January.  Seldom far off them and can be involved 

5. INES GRIFF - Disqualified at Lyon-La Sole on the 11th of January. Last placed in May last 
year and others are preferred 

6. ISA DES GENIEVRES - Disqualified at this track in a class D over 2650m on the 21st of 
January. Has disqualification issues and is best to pass by 

7. IMPHY - Placed 7th in a class D at Lyon-La Sole over 2700m on the 12th of January. A track 
winner in February last year and ought to be thereabouts 

8. ILYA DU GOUTIER - Reverts to barefoot. Placed 6th in a class D at Lyon-La Sole over 2700m 
on the 12th of January. A six-time winner who can get involved 

9. IBIZA DE BOURGOGNE - Remains barefoot. Placed  5th in a class D at Lyon-La Sole on the 
12th of January and was a runner-up in the penultimate. Has sufficient means to fight out the 
finish 

10. INES PIERJI - Placed 9th in a class D at Lyon-La Sole over 2700m on the 12th of January. 
The penultimate start was 3rd and can make the frame 

11. ISIA DU CHENE - Placed 6th in a class G at Vincennes over 2700m on the 13th of January. 
Should be fitter this time and can go close 

Summary: ISIA DU CHENE (11) proved in need of the run when sixth last time out but will strip 
fitter this time and can score. ICONE DE L'ETRE (4) is seldom far off them and ran well when 
third last time out. IBIZA DE BOURGOGNE (9) could be better than the recent fifth-place finish 
and deserves respect. INES PIERJI (10) disappointed last time out but did better in her 
penultimate start. 

SELECTIONS 

ISIA DU CHENE (11) - ICONE DE L'ETRE (4) - IBIZA DE BOURGOGNE (9) - INES PIERJI 

(10) 



          SATURDAY, 27/01/24 

 

C6 - PRIX DES PEUPLIERS - 2650m (a1m 1/2) - Class F - Harness - EUR € 

20,000  

 
1. HISTOIRE VERTE - On a very long losing run and was 8th in Class G at Toulouse over 2150m 
on 16 January. Needs to do more to win this race 

2. HELLINE SERVINOISE - On a very long losing streak and was 7th in Class F in a Mounted 
race at Grenade-sur-Garonne over 2725m last time out. More needed to win 

3. HOORI DU PATURAL - Showed improvement when barefoot and 3rd in Class F at Beaumont-
de-Lomagne over 2550m last time out. Remains barefoot and can earn some money 

4. HEY PETITE STAR - Unreliable since last win in September and was 11th in Class F at 
Toulouse over 2950m on 9 January. Others are preferred 

5. HYPERVISOR LE FOL - On a long losing run since only win and was 8th in Class F at Lyon 
Parilly over 2850m last time out. More needed to win this race 

6. HORIZON DU GERS - Disqualified last time out at Marseille Vivaux and is unreliable. Last win 
was a Claimer at Moulins in October and others are preferred 

7. HALLO DE CRENNES - Unreliable but was not disgraced when 5th at Cagnes sur Mer over 
2925m last time out. Might place 

8. HYPOLIT DE BEL AIR - Very unreliable and is coming off a disqualification at Marseille Vivaux 
earlier this month. Probably best watched for now 

9. HEAVEN DESTIN - Not disgraced when third last time out but that was back in May when 
barefoot. Not barefoot this time and others are preferred 

10. HARIBO DU DOME - Much improved when runner-up in Class F at Vincennes over 2850m 
on 17 January. Clearly not out of it 

11. HALTESS GRIFF - Fifth in Class G over this track and trip on 21 Janaury but has yet to win 
after 67 attempts. Might play a minor role 

12. HAPAX - Holding form and was 4th in Class E at Lyon La Soie over 2050m on 20 January. 
Better this distance and should go close to winning 

13. HEROINE DES LOUPS - Proved in need of the run when 6th in Class G over this track and 
trip on 21 January. Capable of improvement but others are preferred 

14. HIANT DU VAL - Disappointing last run when sixth in Class G at Lyon-Parilly on 12 
December but is better when barefoot. Unshod and can strike back 

15. HARMONIA THE BEST - Unreliable and has not won since January 2023 when scoring at 
this course. Not disgraced when 3rd last time out and has a place chance 

16. HOUPETTE ROSE - Won at this course in November and was not disgraced when 5th in 
Class F at Lyon La Soie over 2700m on 20 January. Has leading claims 

Summary: HOUPETTE ROSE (16) was not disgraced wen fifth last time out and has won over 
this track and trip so gets a narrow vote to score. HAPAX (12) is holding form well and should 
make a bold bid at scoring. The last run of HIANT DU VAL (14) is best ignored as he will be 
barefoot this time and capable of winning when in the mood. HARIBO DU DOME (10) ran well 
when runner-up at Vincennes last time out and deserves respect as well. 



          SATURDAY, 27/01/24 

 

SELECTIONS 

HOUPETTE ROSE (16) - HAPAX (12) - HIANT DU VAL (14) - HARIBO DU DOME (10) 



          SATURDAY, 27/01/24 

 

C7 - PRIX DES CHATAIGNIERS - 2650m (a1m 1/2) - Class E - Harness - 

EUR € 23,000  

 
1. IDEAL D'URZY - On a long losing streak but was not disgraced when runner-up in Class G at 
Lyon Parilly over 2950m in December. Might place 

2. IDEAL DE BANNES - Remains barefoot and ran well when 3rd in Class F at Cordemais over 
2825m in November. In good form and can contest the finish again 

3. INVAR HIGHLAND - In good form of late and is coming off a Mounted race win at Lyon Le 
Soie on 9 January. Better in that discipline 

4. IVOIRE DU RABUTIN - Won four times last year but lost his way in last three starts. Needed 
last run when 8th in Class F at Lyon La Soie over 2700m earlier in January. Can upset 

5. ILTON DE BELLANDE - In good form of late and won well at Lyon Parilly on 10 December but 
was barefoot then and will be shod this time 

6. ILLUSTRE DE CHENOU - Remains barefoot and is coming off a victory in Class F at Lyon La 
Soie over 2700m earlier this month. Can follow up 

7. ISCO DE CORDAY - Remains unshod and showed improvement when 3rd in Class F at Lyon 
La Soie over 2700m on 12 January. Can contest the finish again 

8. ITEM DE MONTCIANT - Only win was at this course in April and was fifth in Class E at Lyon 
La Soie over 2700m earlier this month. Can upset 

9. IN AMERICA - In fair form of late and was 4th in Class F at Bordeaux La Bouscat over 2550m 
on 11 January. Might play a minor role 

10. IGLON DAIRPET - Remains unshod and was not disgraced when runner-up in Class E last 
time out at Lyon La Soie over 2700m. Not out of it 

11. INDIGO DE NAPPES - Disqualified when last seen in October at Marseille Vivaux. Coiuld 
need this run but is capable of earning some money 

12. IDEAL DE DOMPIERRE - Remains barefoot but has been unreliable of late and was well 
beaten at Vincennes last time out. Good penultimate runner-up performance and can bounce 
back to score 

Summary: IDEAL DE DOMPIERRE (12) has been unreliable of late but is capable of beating 
these rivals at best. ILLUSTRE DE CHENOU (6) is in good heart and won well earlier this month 
so looks an obvious danger. ISCO DE CORDAY (7) was not disgraced when third last time out 
and is capable of fighting out the finish when in the mood. IVOIRE DU RABUTIN (4) has ability 
and demands some respect. 

SELECTIONS 

IDEAL DE DOMPIERRE (12) - ILLUSTRE DE CHENOU (6) - ISCO DE CORDAY (7) - IVOIRE 

DU RABUTIN (4) 



          SATURDAY, 27/01/24 

 

C8 - PRIX DE DIVONNE LES BAINS - 2650m (a1m 1/2) - Class E - Harness 

- EUR € 20,000  

 
1. JUDEX DE CUY - 23 starts without a win and was only 8th in Class F at Marseille Vivaux over 
2650m last time out in November. Would be a shock winner 

2. JEANNOT DU SABLIER - Last win was in 2022 and was only 7th in Class E at Lyon-La Soie 
over 2700m earlier this month. Best watched for now 

3. JE SUIS SPECIAL - Yet to win after 28 starts and was 6th in Class F over 2125 at Grenade-
sur-Garonne last time out. Barefoot and can improve but others are preferred 

4. JASON GEDE - Has won twice but is unreliable and was only 6th at Lyon La Soie over 2700m 
earlier this month. Might place 

5. JACKSON HIGHLAND - Remains barefoot. Yet to win after 27 starts and was 11th in Class E 
at Lyon La Soie on 12January. Others are much preferred 

6. JACK MATH - Remains barefoot and was not disgraced when third in Class A at Paray-le-
Monial over 2625m in October. Might place 

7. JAZZ CAENNAIS - Returned from a four month break when runner-up in Class C at Lyon La 
Soie in November. Capable of scoring if wise 

8. JUST AN EAGLE - Started off career well with some nice wins but has struggled of late and 
was only 9th in Class E at Lyon La Spoie over 2700m earlier this month. Others are preferred 

9. JAMY DE SAMPANGES - Unreliable but won a Class in Class F at Lyon La Soie over 2700m 
when barefoot last time out. Remains barefoot and can fight out the finish 

10. JOYAU NIVERNAIS - Last seen when fifth in Class E at Lyon-Parilly in September. Returns 
from a break shod and likely to need this run 

11. JERK JULRY - Unreliable and was disqualified at Lyon Parilly last time out but has won twice 
and is capable of contesting the finish once again 

12. JENJOY MAYBE - On a long losing run but wa snot disgraced when fourth in Class E at Lyon 
La Soie over 2700m on 12 January. Place chance 

13. JOB DE CORDAY - Hat-trick seeking and is coming off a solid win in Class F at Marseille-
Borely over 3000m on 11 December. Best over further but should have leading claims 

14. JAKABINO - More than a year since last win and was only 9th in Class in Class B at Lyon-
Parilly in October. Could need this run 

15. JOKAI - More than a year since last win but was runner-up in Class E at Lyon La Soie over 
2700m on 12 January. Likes that course but has place claims 

16. JACKASS LATIN - Remains barefoot and is coming off a nice win in Class E at Lyon Le Soie 
over 2700m on 12 January. Can follow up 

Summary: JOB DE CORDAY (13) is coming off two nice wins and has every chance of securing 
the treble. JACKASS LATIN (16) beat many of these rivals when scoring earlier this month and is 
capable of following up. JAMY DE SAMPANGES (9) won well last time out and should be a threat 
once again. JERK JULRY (11) is unreliable but can also contest the finish. 



          SATURDAY, 27/01/24 

 

SELECTIONS 

JOB DE CORDAY (13) - JACKASS LATIN (16) - JAMY DE SAMPANGES (9) - JERK JULRY 

(11) 

 


